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126. Engineers can't write! *One College Avenue* 2(3): 2-3, Summer 1993.


151. *Sing a Song of SETI*, the official songbook of The SETI League, Inc. SETI League, Little Ferry NJ, 1996.
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171. Sierra sports three bladed prop. Sierra Newsletter 605: 2, August 1996.
177. The rock that's from the fourth rock from the sun. Xenofilkia (50):1010, December 1996.


256. Make a SETI station from the junk behind your home. *Xenofilka* (70):1392, April 2000.
270. These are the days. *Xenofilka* (73):1451, October 2000.
295. When life was a bitch. Xenofilkia (78):1560, August 2001.
312. Mamas, don't let your daughters grow up to be interns. Xenofilkia (81):1613, February 2002.
324. Dr. SETI's Starship: In the beginning. CQ VHF 5(2):84+82, Summer 2002.
343. Considering cosmic CONELRAD. *Contact In Context* 1(2), April 2003.
366. Dr. SETI's Starship: The night that Elvis died. *CQ VHF* 6(3):84 + 82, Fall 2003.

398. Dr. SETI's Starship: "Remembering John Kraus, W8JK." *CQ VHF* 7(3):84, Fall 2004.


414. Ask Dr. SETI. *Penn Central*: 2-3, June 2005.


419. Dr. SETI's Starship: "Remembering W8FIS, the Father of SETI" *CQ VHF* 8(2):82, Summer 2005.


425. Dr. SETI's Starship: "Shouting in the Jungle" *CQ VHF* 8(3):82-83, Fall 2005.


431. Dr. SETI's Starship: "When did we become obsolete?" *CQ VHF* 8(4):82-83, Winter 2006.
447. Dr. SETI's Starship: "This I believe." *CQ VHF* 9(2):82, Summer 2006.
450. Updating the San Marino Scale (with Ivan Almar). *57th International Astronautical Congress Preprints*: IAC-06-A4.1.01, IAF, Valencia Spain, October 2006.
455. Wake me up when the con begins. *Xenofilikia* (110):2208, December 2006.
487. Dr. SETI's Starship: "When Will We Reach India?" *CQ VHF* 10(3):82, Fall 2007.
489. *Sing a Song of SETI*, featuring Dr. SETI® and the SETIzens™ (CD - 12 songs). Microcomm, November 2007.
490. *Demented!, Filk Songs by Dr. SETI® (CD - 12 songs).* Microcomm, November 2007.
520. It takes time to talk to ET. *Xenofilkia* (121):2423, October 2008.